Above Suspicion

Richard and Frances Myles are preparing for their annual European summer vacation in 1939
when they are visited at their Oxford college by old friend Peter Galt, who has a seemingly
simple job for them.Â But in the heightened atmosphere of pre-war Europe, nobody is above
suspicion, in fact the husband and wife are being carefully monitored by shadowy
figures.Above Suspicion was MacInnesâ€™ breakthrough book, a bestseller published in 1941
and released as a movie in 1943, directed by Richard Thorpe and starring Joan Crawford and
Fred MacMurray.â€œHide and seek with death - in the shadow of terror... The hallmarks of a
MacInnes novel of suspense are as individual and as clearly stamped as a Hitchcock
thriller.â€• -The New York Times
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Above Suspicion is an upcoming thriller film directed by Philip Noyce, and stars Emilia
Clarke and Jack Huston. It is based on Joe Sharkey's nonfiction book of.
Above Suspicion is a American made-for-television thriller-drama film starring Christopher
Reeve, Joe Mantegna and Kim Cattrall. The screenplay was . Above Suspicion may mean:
Above Suspicion, a novel by Helen MacInnes Â· Above Suspicion ( film), starring Joan
Crawford and based on the. 4 Sep - 3 min - Uploaded by UKMysteriesMMXIII Above
Suspicion ( TV Series) Above Suspicion was crime drama series based on Lynda. Gareth
McLean: Lynda La Plante is one of the greats of British television, right? So how come Above
Suspicion is just the latest in the long line.
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